Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
USA Today - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

Video Keywords President Obama John Hickenlooper Mark Udall Republican challenger Suffolk University marijuana law USA today’s Oprah’s Obama A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the...

Paleologos on the Poll: Colorado
USA Today - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston.(Photo: Suffolk University)
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Colorado advocate warns of marijuana 'commercialization'
Wicked Local - Brookline | 10/21/2014 (2 weeks, 1 day ago)

...increased over the last three years, and marijuana-related emergency room visits leapt to 12,888 in 2013, from 8,198 in 2011. Doyle also pointed to a Suffolk University/USA Today poll from September 2014 showing waning support for marijuana, with 50.2 percent of voters disagreeing with the 2012...

Colorado advocate warns of marijuana 'commercialization'
WWLP-TV - Online | 10/20/2014 (2 weeks, 1 day ago)

...increased over the last three years, and marijuana-related emergency room visits leapt to 12,888 in 2013 from 8,198 in 2011. Doyle also pointed to a Suffolk University/USA Today poll from September 2014 showing waning support for marijuana, with 50.2 percent of voters disagreeing with the 2012...

Colorado advocate warns of pot 'commercialization'
Lowell Sun - Online | 10/20/2014 (2 weeks, 1 day ago)

...increased over the last three years, and marijuana-related emergency room visits leapt to 12,888 in 2013 from 8,198 in 2011. Doyle also pointed to a Suffolk University/USA Today poll from September showing waning support for marijuana, with 50.2 percent of voters disagreeing with the 2012 decision...

Two weeks in, and things are not going according to the Democrats’ plan.
A posting from: Moe_Lane on Moe Lane | 10/20/2014 (2 weeks, 1 day ago)

...percent plan to vote Republican in Colorado's U.S. Senate and governor's races. Or people with retrograde amnesia (via American Thinker): USA TODAY/Suffolk University polls in a half-dozen states with key Senate races underscore just how much times and political fortunes have changed for the president....

Arizona lawmaker launches push to legalize marijuana
Daily News-Sun | 10/13/2014 (3 weeks, 1 day ago)

...every step of the way. And she has her own thoughts on the Colorado law, saying residents there are having second thoughts. In a poll last month by Suffolk University and USA today, about half of residents surveyed said they are not happy with the law and how it is being implemented. That poll...

Should Colorado repeal legal marijuana?
KUSA-TV - Online | 10/10/2014 (3 weeks, 4 days ago)

...Colorado during the 2012 election, with 55 percent in favor. However, recent polling has appeared to show at least some degree of regret. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll last month found that 50 percent of voters now disagree with the decision to legalize pot, while 46 still agreed with the...

SEE ALSO: Colorado marijuana VIPs raise green stuff for Sen. Mark Udall
Washington Times - Online | 10/10/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...largesse but aren’t necessarily eager to be closely associated with a product that roughly half of Colorado voters wish was still illegal. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Sept. 18 found that only 46 percent of likely Colorado voters continue to support Amendment 64, the 2012 legalization...

John Hickenlooper slams marijuana legalization, takes pot lobby's campaign cash
Washington Times - Online | 10/09/2014 (3 weeks, 5 days ago)

...largesse but aren’t necessarily eager to be closely associated with a product that roughly half of Colorado voters wish was still illegal. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Sept. 18 found that only 46 percent of likely Colorado voters continue to support Amendment 64, the 2012 legalization...

Republicans Maintain Edge in Senate Races, Poll Finds The New York Times
MSN.com | 10/05/2014 (4 weeks, 3 days ago)

...hand, the good news for Mr. Orman was that 19 percent of Democrats were undecided, compared with just 9 percent of Republicans. Recent polls by USA Today/Suffolk University and Fox News did not find a disproportionate share of Democrats still undecided, and that might explain part of why Mr. Orman is...

Republicans Maintain Edge in Senate Races, Poll Finds
The New York Times - Online | 10/05/2014 (4 weeks, 3 days ago)

...hand, the good news for Mr. Orman was that 19 percent of Democrats were undecided, compared with just 9 percent of Republicans. Recent polls by USA Today/Suffolk University and Fox News did not find a disproportionate share of Democrats still undecided, and that might explain part of why Mr. Orman is...

Republicans Maintain Edge in Senate Races, Poll Finds The New York Times But the latest YouGov panel suggests Democrats are hanging tough in Colorado and Iowa and doing a better job of mobilizing voters.
MSN.com | 10/05/2014 (4 weeks, 3 days ago)

...hand, the good news for Mr. Orman was that 19 percent of Democrats were undecided, compared with just 9 percent of Republicans. Recent polls by USA Today/Suffolk University and Fox News did not find a disproportionate share of Democrats still undecided, and that might explain part of why Mr. Orman is...
Opposing Viewpoints on the Legalization of Medical Marijuana
A posting from: Basis Editors on Brief Addiction Science Information Source (basis), The | 10/03/2014 (4 weeks, 5 days ago)

...Things are hardly going well. And it looks like Coloradans may be noticing: two recent polls show a major slip in support for legalization. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll in Colorado shows now that only 46% of Coloradans agree with legalization—that is a 17% difference from the 55% of voters...

The Senate 7: Republicans Positioned for Slim Senate Majority
Free News Pos | 09/30/2014 (5 weeks, 1 day ago)

...upset for Republicans in a state where Obama won in 2012. Who Won September: Gardner Latest Poll: Gardner 43 percent, Udall 42 percent ( USA Today/Suffolk University, Sept. 13-16, 500 Likely Voters.) Former Alaska Attorney General Dan Sullivan 4. ALASKA It's the cloud that looms over...

The Senate 7: Republicans Positioned for Slim Senate Majority
U.S. News & World Report | 09/30/2014 (5 weeks, 1 day ago)

...upset for Republicans in a state where Obama won in 2012. Who Won September: Gardner Latest Poll: Gardner 43 percent, Udall 42 percent ( USA Today/Suffolk University, Sept. 13-16, 500 Likely Voters.) Former Alaska Attorney General Dan Sullivan 4. ALASKA It's the cloud that looms over...

Historic Colorado Gov. Race A Tossup
NewsMax - Online | 09/29/2014 (5 weeks, 1 day ago)

...less than six weeks to go before Coloradans choose a governor in a race increasingly called historic, polls show the race a dead heat. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll of likely voters earlier this month showed Democratic Gov. John Hickenlooper leading conservative Republican and former Rep....

Marijuana Legalization in Colorado: New Numbers Hint at Increasingly Unfavorable Views
Headlines & Global News | 09/29/2014 (5 weeks, 2 days ago)

...reports coming out of Colorado indicate that support for the legalization efforts may be decreasing among Colorado citizens. A Sept. 17 poll conducted by Suffolk University and USA Today shows 50.2 percent of Colorado voters are not satisfied with the state’s decision to legalize marijuana, while 46...

Colorado’s guv in trouble
TribLIVE | 09/28/2014 (5 weeks, 2 days ago)

...GOP Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper...

Two polls show support for legal marijuana waning in Colorado, nationally
The Gazette - Online | 09/28/2014 (5 weeks, 2 days ago)

...recent polls show that support of legalized marijuana have waned, and that there is unhappiness in the way regulations are handled by the state. A Suffolk University/USA Today poll found that about half of Coloradans are not happy with the new marijuana law and how it is administered. "Although...

Gardner ad references Udall’s family
AZCentral.com | 09/28/2014 (5 weeks, 3 days ago)

...Mark Udall has been in Washington for so long and is so partisan that he can't even take a compliment when it comes from the other party." A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race is essentially tied.
Colorado’s guv introuble
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review | 09/28/2014 (5 weeks, 3 days ago)

...GOP Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a

Two polls show support for legal marijuana waning in Colorado, nationally
The Gazette | 09/28/2014 (5 weeks, 3 days ago)

...recent polls show that support of legalized marijuana have waned, and that there is unhappiness in the way regulations are handled by the state. A Suffolk University/USA Today poll found that about half of Coloradans are not happy with the new marijuana law and how it is administered. "Although...

Michelle Malkin: Why Colorado’s governor Is in trouble
Charleston Daily Mail - Online | 09/27/2014 (5 weeks, 4 days ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

Why Colo. governor is in trouble
The Charleston Gazette | 09/27/2014 (5 weeks, 4 days ago)

...Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

Here are the most important pre-midterm polls from this week
Washington Examiner - Online | 09/26/2014 (5 weeks, 4 days ago)

...deficit in outside spending to take a five-point lead against incumbent Sen. Mark Pryor, D-Ark., according to Public Policy Polling. A separate USA Today/Suffolk University shows that Pryor holds a slim 45-43 lead over Cotton. This survey, which was released Tuesday, was conducted Sept. 20 to 23 and...

Here are the most important pre-midterm polls from this week
Washington Examiner | 09/26/2014 (5 weeks, 5 days ago)

As the 2014 November midterm elections loom ever closer, a new batch of polls released this week offers possible clues as to which party will control Congress...

Hicken-Weasel
A posting from: Cardigan on lowntheworld.com | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 5 days ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

The Hillaryfication of Barack Obama
Washington Examiner - Online | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 5 days ago)

...Udall said, noting his pride in his father, Morris. The senator said his dad ‘was as Western and bipartisan and commonsense as a man could get.’” [A Suffolk University/USA Today poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race essentially tied.] HAGAN, UDALL HIT OVER INTERNET TAX The...

Gardner ad references Udall’s family
USA Today - Online | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 5 days ago)
...Mark Udall has been in Washington for so long and is so partisan that he can't even take a compliment when it comes from the other party." A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race is essentially tied. By Catalina Camia, USA TODAY

Gardner holds slight lead over Udall in recent polling

KUSA-TV - Online | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...show an edge for Gardner, a trend which will have Democrats paying close attention to their effort to retain the seat. A recent poll from USA Today/Suffolk university had Gardner up by one point and another from Quinnipiac University predicted a more dire situation for Udall, with Gardner ahead...

The Hillaryification of Barack Obama

FOXNews.com | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Udall said, noting his pride in his father, Morris. The senator said his dad 'was as Western and bipartisan and commonsense as a man could get.'" [A Suffolk University/USA Today poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race essentially tied.] HAGAN, UDALL HIT OVER INTERNET TAX The...

Gardner ad references Udall's family

Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Mark Udall has been in Washington for so long and is so partisan that he can't even take a compliment when it comes from the other party." A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race is essentially tied. Read or Share this story: http://usat.ly/1peArW9 ...

Gardner ad references Udall's family

Guam Pacific Daily News | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Mark Udall has been in Washington for so long and is so partisan that he can't even take a compliment when it comes from the other party." A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race is essentially tied. By Catalina Camia, USA TODAY Read the original...

Gardner ad references Udall's family

Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Mark Udall has been in Washington for so long and is so partisan that he can't even take a compliment when it comes from the other party." A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race is essentially tied. By Catalina Camia, USA TODAY Copyright 2014USA Today...

Gardner ad references Udall's family

The Times - Online | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Mark Udall has been in Washington for so long and is so partisan that he can't even take a compliment when it comes from the other party." A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race is essentially tied. By Catalina Camia, USA TODAY Copyright 2014USA Today...

Gardner ad references Udall's family

The News Leader - Online | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Mark Udall has been in Washington for so long and is so partisan that he can't even take a compliment when it comes from the other party." A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race is essentially tied. Copyright 2014USA Today Read the original story:....

Gardner ad references Udall's family

The Battle Creek Enquirer - Online | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Mark Udall has been in Washington for so long and is so partisan that he can't even take a compliment when it comes from the other party." A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race
Arizona Group Says Big Marijuana in Arizona is a Big Mistake
Sedona.biz | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

Suffolk University/USA Today poll finds support for legalization plummets 17% among Colorado voters Verde Valley AZ (September 25, 2014) - When Arizona...

Malkin: Colo. governor hits new low
Amarillo Globe-News - Online | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

Hicken-Weasel: Why Colorado's Gutless Gov Is in Trouble
A posting from: Michelle Malkin on Newsbusters | 09/25/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

Numbers don't lie, but they certainly don't always make sense in Colorado's top races
Brighton Standard Blade - Online | 09/24/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...percent to 44 percent. The political tea leaves also show Hickenlooper holding a narrow edge over Beauprez in his bid for re-election, that coming from a Suffolk University/USA Today poll released Wednesday, Sept. 17. If you subscribe to the newspaper, you receive FREE access to all the exclusive...

Why Colorado's Gutless Governor is in Trouble
GOPUSA | 09/24/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

Why Colorado's gutless governor is in trouble
The Daily Transcript - Online/San Diego Source | 09/24/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

Colo. senator mad at GOP rival's ad invoking family
USA Today - Online | 09/24/2014 (5 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Mark Udall has been in Washington for so long and is so partisan that he can't even take a compliment when it comes from the other party." A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely Colorado voters shows the Senate race is essentially tied.

Hicken-Weasel: Why Colorado's Gutless Gov Is In Trouble
Yahoo! News | 09/24/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...
A posting from: **Michelle Malkin** on [Western Journalism.com](http://www.westernjournalism.com) | 09/24/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by [Suffolk University](http://suffolk.edu) for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a s

**Hicken-Weasel: Why Colorado's Gutless Gun Banning Gov Is in Trouble**

A posting from: **Ammoland** on [Ammoland Shooting Sports News](http://www.ammoland.com) | 09/24/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by [Suffolk University](http://suffolk.edu) for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper...

**Hicken-Weasel: Why Colorado's gutless guv is in trouble**

A posting from: **Michelle Malkin** on [Michelle Malkin](http://www.michellemalkin.com) | 09/24/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by [Suffolk University](http://suffolk.edu) for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

**Hicken-Weasel: Why Colorado's Gutless Gov Is in Trouble**

[CNSNews.com - Cybercast News Service](http://www.cnsnews.com) | 09/24/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by [Suffolk University](http://suffolk.edu) for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

**Hicken-Weasel: Why Colorado's gutless gov is in trouble**

[Human Events](http://www.humanevents.com) | 09/24/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by [Suffolk University](http://suffolk.edu) for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper...

**Hicken-Weasel: Why Colorado's gutless gov is in trouble**

[Washington Examiner - Online](http://washingtonexaminer.com) | 09/24/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by [Suffolk University](http://suffolk.edu) for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has...

**Support for legalized marijuana plummeting**

[Alaska Business Monthly - Online](http://www.alaskabusinessmonthly.com) | 09/24/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...commercialize, industrialize and advertise harmful products in a way that is attractive to our kids.” Meanwhile, Colorado is having a change of heart as well. A [Suffolk University](http://suffolk.edu)/USA Today poll finds that now only 46 percent of likely voters support Amendment 64, the constitutional amendment legalizing and...

**Hicken-Weasel: Why Colorado's gutless gov is in trouble**

[Washington Examiner](http://washingtonexaminer.com) | 09/24/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by [Suffolk University](http://suffolk.edu) for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent
Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper...

Hicken-Weasel: Why Colorado's Gutless Gov Is in Trouble
Townhall | 09/23/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper...

Why Colorado's Gutless Gov Is in Trouble
The Real Clear Politics Blog | 09/23/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a statistical dead heat with Beauprez. Any way you slice it, Hickenlooper has lost...

In Colorado, Obama-weary voters sour on Democratic incumbents running for re-election
Fox News Latino | 09/23/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

to have faded, and that may drive the disenchanted to embrace Republicans in the midterm elections. A recent poll of likely voters by USA Today and Suffolk University found that Democrats up for re-election in the critically important state of Colorado are either even with, or barely ahead of,...

Welcome to campaign attack-ad season
WORLD Magazine - Online | 09/23/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

...and while Democrats claim this poll is an outlier, Republicans say Gardner’s lead is increasing as approval ratings for President Barack Obama slip. A Suffolk University/USA Today poll found 56 percent of Colorado residents disapprove of Obama. North Carolina Neither incumbent Democrat Sen....

Colo. premiums see minimal 2015 hikes
The Hill - Online | 09/22/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

Hickenlooper leads Bob Beauprez, his Republican opponent, by just two percentage points, with his support holding at 43 percent, according to a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released last week, while Udall trails Rep. Cory Gardner (R) 42 percent to 43 percent. The same poll found that 55 percent...

Numbers don't lie, but they certainly don't always make sense in Colorado's top races
Commerce City Sentinel - Online | 09/22/2014 (6 weeks, 1 day ago)

percent to 44 percent. The political tea leaves also show Hickenlooper holding a narrow edge over Beauprez in his bid for re-election, that coming from a Suffolk University/USA Today poll released Wednesday, Sept. 17. The disparity between the polling data released last week may be wide, but more...

Why McCain won't campaign against Colorado senator
USA Today - Online | 09/22/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

public office, your power is reduced. My dad was bedridden and couldn't speak, but there was a connection there between them, a spark. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll shows the Udall-Gardner race in Colorado is essentially a tie. Learn more about USA TODAY's outlook in Senate races through...

John Hickenlooper could lose his job in November. Here's why.
A posting from: Reid Wilson on GovBeat | 09/22/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)
Last week, two new surveys demonstrated the challenge Hickenlooper faces: A Quinnipiac University poll showed Beauprez leading by a shocking 10 points. A Suffolk University poll, conducted for USA Today, showed Hickenlooper leading by a statistically insignificant 43 percent to 41 percent. Almost every...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The Fort Collins Coloradoan - Online | 09/21/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 6:44 p.m. MDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

McCain won't campaign against Udall
AZCentral.com | 09/21/2014 (6 weeks, 2 days ago)

...possible pickup// for the GOP in its drive to win control of the Senate this year. Republicans need to gain six Senate seats to take over the chamber. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll released last week found a razor-tight Colorado race with Republican challenger U.S. Rep. Cory Gardner leading Mark...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
Hattiesburg American - Online | 09/21/2014 (6 weeks, 3 days ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 7:44 p.m. CDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The News-Star - Online | 09/21/2014 (6 weeks, 3 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 7:44 p.m. CDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
Alexandria Daily Town Talk - Online | 09/21/2014 (6 weeks, 3 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 7:44 p.m. CDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
Press & Sun-Bulletin - Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 3 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 8:44 p.m. EDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
Pensacola News Journal - Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 3 days ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 7:44 p.m. CDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

House Passes Obama's ISIS Plan; DCCC Raised $10.2M in Aug.; New Polls in CO, IA, KS, LA, NC, NY, WI
National Journal | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)
new Quinnipiac University poll of LVs, conducted Sept. 10-15, Rep. Cory Gardner (R) leads Sen. Mark Udall (D) 48-40%. (release) More CO SEN: A new Suffolk University/USA Today poll of LVs, conducted Sept. 13-16, shows Gardner leading Udall 43-42%. (release) IA SEN: According to a new Fox News...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
Mansfield News-Journal - Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The Daily Record - Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The Lansing State Journal -- Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The Daily Times - Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
Chillicothe Gazette - Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
Courier-Post - Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The Salinas Californian - Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
Great Falls Tribune - Online | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)
Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

**Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats**  
*Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online* | 09/20/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 8:44 p.m. EDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

**Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats**  
*Observer & Eccentric Newspapers - Online* | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 8:44 p.m. EDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

**Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats**  
*Sheboygan Press - Online* | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

This story is part of Susan Page Susan Page, USA TODAY 7:44 p.m. CDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

**Anti-Choice Gubernatorial Candidate Dismisses Importance of Abortion Debate**  
*RH Reality Check* | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

...Beauau prez's opponent, Democratic Gov. John Hickenlooper, is pro-choice. Colorado's gubernatorial race is considered a toss-up, according to a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week. A Quinnipiac University poll, also from this week, showed Hickenlooper losing by ten points. Republican...

**Hello Colorado, it's still me, John**  
*Colorado Independent* | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

...sheep” to have the government implant microchips in their bodies. A Project New America poll has Hickenlooper up by 7 points. And a more typical USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll lists the race at a statistical dead heat, putting the governor ahead by 2 points. The surprise, of course, is that...

**NEWSCHANNEL 13 @ Noon**  
*Newschannel 13 at Noon - KRDO-TV* | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

...recreational marijuana ... Manning hopes his play in the pizza world... Will be a success. And that these customers will also want a slice. In cs ea krdo nc13 suffolk university and usa today conducted the poll. They looked at the race between democrat incumbent mark udall and republican challenger cory...

**News 5 at Noon**  
*News 5 at Noon - KOAA-TV* | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 4 days ago)

...shows colorado voters may be changing their minds about the legalization of marijuana in our state. The denver business journal published the poll by suffolk university and usa today. People were asked how they feel now about the legalization of pot in our state. 50 percent said they now disagree...

**Poll: Cory Gardner leads Mark Udall by 8 points -- outlier or GOP wave?**  
*The Estes Park Trail-Gazette - Online* | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago)

...results as a sign that Udall was headed toward defeat. Specifically, they referenced results in the Quinnipiac poll — and another released Wednesday by Suffolk University/USA Today — that suggest low approval ratings for President Barack Obama was hurting Senate Democrats such as Udall. "Two days,...
...shows Colorado voters may be changing their minds about the legalization of marijuana in our state. The Denver business journal published the poll by Suffolk University and USA Today. People were asked how they feel now about the legalization of pot in our state. 50 percent said they now disagree...

Good Morning Colorado

Good Morning Colorado - KRDO-TV | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago)

...recreational marijuana... Manning hopes his play in the pizza world... Will be a success. And that these customers will also want a slice. In CS EA KROD NC13 Suffolk University and USA Today conducted the poll. They looked at the race between Democrat incumbent Mark Udall and Republican challenger Cory...

Obama Drags Democrats' Races In Colorado

China Topix | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago)

...Barack Obama appeared to drag re-election prospects of Democrats Senator Mark Udall and Governor John Hickenlooper, according to a recent poll by USA Today/Suffolk University. In a survey of 500 registered voters, Udall (D-Coll.) almost tied with Republican Cory Gardner with a 1 point difference in...

Poll: Cory Gardner leads Mark Udall by 8 points -- outlier or GOP wave?

Longmont Times-Call - Online | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago)

...results as a sign that Udall was headed toward defeat. Specifically, they referenced results in the Quinnipiac poll — and another released Wednesday by Suffolk University/USA Today — that suggest low approval ratings for President Barack Obama was hurting Senate Democrats such as Udall. "Two days,...

NEWSCHANNEL 13 @ 10

Newschannel 13 at 10 PM - KRDO-TV | 09/19/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago)

...continue to sell recreational marijuana... Manning hopes his play in the pizza world... Will be a success. And that these customers will also want a slice. Suffolk University and university and USA Today conducted the poll. They looked at the race between democrat incumbent mark udall and republican challenger...

Not so hot for pot? And more takeaways from new Colorado poll

Denver Business Journal - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago)

Most of the attention paid to the new survey of Colorado voters by Suffolk University and USA Today has focused on what respondents had to say about the election contests for governor and U.S. senator. But pollsters...

Poll: Cory Gardner leads Mark Udall by 8 points -- outlier or GOP wave?

Canon City Daily Record - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago)

...results as a sign that Udall was headed toward defeat. Specifically, they referenced results in the Quinnipiac poll — and another released Wednesday by Suffolk University/USA Today — that suggest low approval ratings for President Barack Obama was hurting Senate Democrats such as Udall. "Two days,...

Poll: Cory Gardner leads Mark Udall by 8 points -- outlier or GOP wave?

The Denver Post - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago)

...results as a sign that Udall was headed toward defeat. Specifically, they referenced results in the Quinnipiac poll — and another released Wednesday by Suffolk University/USA Today — that suggest low approval ratings for President Barack Obama was hurting Senate Democrats such as Udall. "Two days,...

Poll: More than half of Colorado voters disapprove of recreational pot
A poll conducted by Suffolk University and USA Today found more than 50 percent of Colorado voters do not approve of the legalization of recreational marijuana. The... 

Election: Shogan plans Fort Collins campaign stops  
The Fort Collins Coloradoan - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago) 

...in the senate race also featuring incumbent Democrat Mark Udall and GOP challenger, U.S. Rep Cory Gardner, Shogan is a Denver neurosurgeon. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of 500 likely voters in Colorado shows Udall and Gardner in a dead heat for the seat. Information: www.shoganforsenate.com.... 

Conflicting polls perplex Colorado politicos  
Colorado Statesman - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago) 

...like we’re behind." Later that morning, however, two other polls came out that showed Hickenlooper in the lead. A poll conducted for USA Today by Suffolk University showed Hickenlooper with 43 percent support and Beauprez at 41 percent among likely voters with a margin of error of plus-or-minus... 

Sen. Udall falling behind GOP opponent  
KHBS-TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago) 

...Quinnipiac University poll released Thursday shows Udall trailing Rep. Cory Gardner by eight points. The poll comes less than a day after a USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed the race as a statistical dead heat, with Gardner leading the incumbent, 43% to 42%. The two nonpartisan polls are... 

Sen. Udall falling behind GOP opponent  
WFMZ-TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago) 

...Quinnipiac University poll released Thursday shows Udall trailing Rep. Cory Gardner by eight points. The poll comes less than a day after a USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed the race as a statistical dead heat, with Gardner leading the incumbent, 43% to 42%. The two nonpartisan polls are... 

Sen. Udall falling behind GOP opponent  
KTXS-TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago) 

...Quinnipiac University poll released Thursday shows Udall trailing Rep. Cory Gardner by eight points. The poll comes less than a day after a USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed the race as a statistical dead heat, with Gardner leading the incumbent, 43% to 42%. The two nonpartisan polls are... 

Udall is starting to trail his GOP opponent, two polls say  
WICU/WSEE - TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago) 

...Quinnipiac University poll released Thursday shows Udall trailing Rep. Cory Gardner by eight points. The poll comes less than a day after a USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed the race as a statistical dead heat, with Gardner leading the incumbent, 43% to 42%. The two nonpartisan polls are... 

9News at Noon  
9 News Noon - KUSA-TV | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 5 days ago) 

...give their names out. >>> A poll shows people in colorado may be having second thoughts about the legalization of marijuana. That poll was conduct bid suffolk university and "usa today." it found 50% of voters now disagree with the decision to legalize pot. 46% support that decision and 49% say they... 

Poll indicates more trouble for Colorado Democrats; Gardner with big edge on Udall  
The Gazette - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago) 

...worse," Malloy said. "U.S. Rep. Cory Gardner, for now, is in the driver's seat in a race with national importance."
The USA Today poll was conducted by Suffolk University Sept. 13-16. Pollsters asked 500 "likely voters" reached by cell phone and landline whom they would support in the U.S. Senate...

Udall is starting to trail his GOP opponent, two polls say
KBMT-TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Quinnipiac University poll released Thursday shows Udall trailing Rep. Cory Gardner by eight points. The poll comes less than a day after a USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed the race as a statistical dead heat, with Gardner leading the incumbent, 43% to 42%. The two nonpartisan polls are...

Sen. Udall falling behind GOP opponent
Channel4000 | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Quinnipiac University poll released Thursday shows Udall trailing Rep. Cory Gardner by eight points. The poll comes less than a day after a USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed the race as a statistical dead heat, with Gardner leading the incumbent, 43% to 42%. The two nonpartisan polls...

Sen. Udall falling behind GOP opponent
WDSU-TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Quinnipiac University poll released Thursday shows Udall trailing Rep. Cory Gardner by eight points. The poll comes less than a day after a USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed the race as a statistical dead heat, with Gardner leading the incumbent, 43% to 42%. The two nonpartisan polls...

Two polls: Sen. Udall falling behind his GOP opponent
CNNMoney.com | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Quinnipiac University poll released Thursday shows Udall trailing Rep. Cory Gardner by eight points. The poll comes less than a day after a USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed the race as a statistical dead heat, with Gardner leading the incumbent, 43% to 42%. The two nonpartisan polls are...

Gardner leads Udall by 8 percentage points in latest Quinnipiac poll
KDVR-TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...percent. Both polls surveyed Colorado residents from Sept. 10-15 and has a margin of error of plus or minus 2.8 percentage points. However, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released later Wednesday had Hickenlooper leading Beauprez 43 percent to 41 percent. And in that same survey, Gardner only...

Pot poll: 50% of Coloradans regret legalization
KMGH-TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

DENVER - Half of Colorado residents surveyed in a recent poll said they do not agree with the decision to legalize marijuana. The poll by Suffolk University and USA Today found just 46 percent of the people they questioned supported legalization. Opposition came mainly from women...

Gardner leads Udall by 8 percentage points in latest Quinnipiac poll
KWGN-TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...percent. Both polls surveyed Colorado residents from Sept. 10-15 and has a margin of error of plus or minus 2.8 percentage points. However, a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released later Wednesday had Hickenlooper leading Beauprez 43 percent to 41 percent. And in that same survey, Gardner only...

Colorado poll: Not so hot for pot?
KUSA-TV - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

DENVER BUSINESS JOURNAL - Most of the attention paid to the new survey of Colorado voters by Suffolk University and USA Today has focused on what respondents had to say about the election contests for governor and U.S. senator. But pollsters...
...Colorado may be changing some of their opinions when it comes to legal marijuana. Our partners in the Denver business journal report a poll conducted by Suffolk University and "USA Today" found 50% of likely Colorado voters now disagree with the decision to legalize pot. 46% agree with legal pot. 49%.

Poll shows Udall, Gardner in dead heat for Senate; Obama seen as factor
Denver Business Journal - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

U.S. Sen. Mark Udall and challenger Cory Gardner are in a virtual tie in their race for Udall's Senate seat, a new poll of Colorado voters from Suffolk University and USA Today shows. The survey of 500 likely voters shows Gardner, a Republican congressman, with 43 percent support and Udall,...

Poll: In Colorado, Obamais a drag on Democrats
Lucianne.com | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...nominated for the White House, he has emerged as a drag on the re-election prospects of Democratic Sen. Mark Udall and Gov. John Hickenlooper, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds. The survey shows Udall at 42%, Republican challenger Cory Gardner at 43% in what is essentially a tie. The poll of...

Cory Gardner has 1-point lead in tight Colorado Senate contest: poll
Washington Times Communities - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Sen. Mark Udall by 1 point, according to a new poll. Forty-three percent of likely voters back Mr. Gardner, and 42 percent support Mr. Udall in the Suffolk University/USA Today poll — well within the survey's 4.4 percent margin of error. About 42 percent approve of President Obama's job performance,...

Polls show Coloradans not sold on Hickenlooper
Canon City Daily Record - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...quick fundraising boost for Beauprez, the campaign said, but another poll released hours later tempered any suggestion of a GOP surge. That USA Today/Suffolk University survey, conducted Saturday through Tuesday, gave Hickenlooper a two-point edge against Beauprez, 43 percent to 41 percent, a statistical...

The Insider
KDVR-TV | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...they support bob beauprez which is present the margin of error is plus or minus 2.8 percent. A different poll is telling a different story. Usa today and suffolk university sophie putting governor hickenlooper in front with 43 percent bob beauprez has 41 percent. The difference there still within the...

Gubernatorial polls are miles apart
The Durango Herald - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...4 points, with 34 percent expressing "cool, negative feelings" and 30 percent expressing "warm, positive feelings." Also on Wednesday, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll found that Hickenlooper is at 43 percent, while Republican challenger Bob Beauprez is at 41 percent. A Denver Post/SurveyUSA...

Polls show Coloradans not sold on Hickenlooper
The Estes Park Trail-Gazette - Online | 09/18/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...quick fundraising boost for Beauprez, the campaign said, but another poll released hours later tempered any suggestion of a GOP surge. That USA Today/Suffolk University survey, conducted Saturday through Tuesday, gave Hickenlooper a two-point edge against Beauprez, 43 percent to 41 percent, a statistical...

Poll indicates more trouble for Colorado Democrats; Gardner with big edge on Udall
Another poll released by Quinnipiac University Thursday spells trouble for Colorado's Democratic incumbents. The poll puts U.S. Sen. Mark Udall eight...

Sept. 17, 2014 Polling stuff...US Senate 50/50?
A posting from: Jamesb101 on Politicaldog101.com - Politics And Commentary On Other Things. | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...this year, Vox just averages them and finds they predict an evenly divided U.S. Senate. Gardner Grabs Lead in Colorado A new USA Today/Suffolk University Poll in Colorado finds Cory Gardner (R) just ahead of Sen. Mark Udall (D) in the U.S. Senate race, 43% to 42%. In the race...

Poll: Dead Heat in Colo. Senate Race Good News for GOP Challenger
NewsMax - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...Colorado between incumbent Democratic Sen. Mark Udall and Republican Rep. Cory Gardner is a statistical dead heat, a new poll showed Wednesday. The Suffolk University survey for USA Today gives Udall 42 percent support among likely voters to Gardner's 43 percent — well within the poll's 4.4 percentage-point...

Two polls show mixed picture in Colorado governor's race
The Denver Post - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...reflects different polling methods and the evolving race as voters begin to pay more attention just weeks before the first ballots are cast. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed Democratic incumbent Gov. John Hickenlooper with 43 percent and Republican challenger Bob Beauprez at 41 percent, a...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
Detroit Free Press - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado Senate race a dead heat
The Hill - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...independent poll shows Sen. Mark Udall (D-Colo.) locked in a statistical tie with Rep. Cory Gardner (R-Colo.) in their Senate race. The poll, conducted by Suffolk University for USA Today, gives Udall 42 percent support among likely voters to Gardner's 43 percent, within the poll's 4.4 percentage point...

Polls show Coloradans not sold on Hickenlooper
Loveland Reporter-Herald - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...fundraising boost for Beauprez, the campaign said, but another poll released hours later tempered any suggestion of a GOP surge. Advertisement That USA Today/Suffolk University survey, conducted Saturday through Tuesday, gave Hickenlooper a two-point edge against Beauprez, 43 percent to 41 percent, a statistical...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
The Daily News Journal - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
Palladium-Item - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Two polls show mixed picture in Colorado governor's race
The Estes Park Trail-Gazette - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...reflects different polling methods and the evolving race as voters begin to pay more attention just weeks before the first ballots are cast. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed Democratic incumbent Gov. John Hickenlooper with 43 percent and Republican challenger Bob Beauprez at 41 percent, a...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
Pensacola News Journal - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
The Tennessean - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

News Channel 5
News Channel 5 at 10 PM - KREX-TV | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...deserves. We are going to run like we're behind." but of course, it all depends on what you read or who you ask...Because also this week... A usa today/suffolk university poll showed democratic incumbent gov. John hickenlooper with 43 percent and republican challenger bob beauprez at 41 percent, a...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
Sheboygan Press - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Polls show Coloradans not sold on Hickenlooper
The Denver Post - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...quick fundraising boost for Beauprez, the campaign said, but another poll released hours later tempered any suggestion of a GOP surge. That USA Today/Suffolk University survey, conducted Saturday through Tuesday, gave Hickenlooper a two-point edge against Beauprez, 43 percent to 41 percent, a statistical...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
Hattiesburg American - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Two polls show mixed picture in Colorado governor's race
Longmont Times-Call - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)
...reflects different polling methods and the evolving race as voters begin to pay more attention just weeks before the first ballots are cast. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed Democratic incumbent Gov. John Hickenlooper with 43 percent and Republican challenger Bob Beauprez at 41 percent, a...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
Argus Leader - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Gubernatorial polls are miles apart ()
The Durango Herald - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...4 points, with 34 percent expressing “cool, negative feelings” and 30 percent expressing “warm, positive feelings.” Also on Wednesday, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll found that Hickenlooper is at 43 percent, while Republican challenger Bob Beauprez is at 41 percent. A Denver Post/SurveyUSA...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
KENS-TV - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The Journal & Courier - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 3:50 p.m. EDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
WMAZ-TV - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Two polls show mixed picture in Colorado governor's race
Canon City Daily Record - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...reflects different polling methods and the evolving race as voters begin to pay more attention just weeks before the first ballots are cast. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll showed Democratic incumbent Gov. John Hickenlooper with 43 percent and Republican challenger Bob Beauprez at 41 percent, a...

2 new polls differ widely on Hickenlooper-Beauprez governor's race
A pair of polls of Colorado voters published Wednesday don't agree on whether the governor's race is neck and neck or not. A Suffolk University/USA Today survey shows incumbent Gov. John Hickenlooper narrowly leading challenger Bob Beauprez among likely Colorado voters,...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats

Marion Star - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 3:50 p.m. EDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get

Herald Times Reporter - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats

News-Herald - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 2:19 p.m. EDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get

Des Moines Register - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats

The Spectrum - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 12:19 p.m. MDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats

KARE-TV - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats

Clarion-Ledger - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 1:19 p.m. CDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats

Montgomery Advertiser - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...story is part of Susan Page Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats Susan Page, USA TODAY 1:19 p.m. CDT September 17, 2014 A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...http://usat.ly/1u8Mjfi Paleologos on the Poll: Colorado David Paleologos, Special to USA TODAY 2:32 p.m. EDT September 17, 2014 David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston.(Photo: Suffolk University) Two years ago, President Obama coasted to a 5-point win...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
WBIR-TV - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
WJXX-TV - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
KUSA-TV - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll provides early look at several Colorado races
KUSA-TV - Online | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...released Wednesday provides a comprehensive look at statewide races in Colorado from the US Senate race to statewide ballot questions. The USA Today/Suffolk University poll surveyed 500 likely voters in the state to provide a glimpse at how races are shaping up. RELATED STORY: Mixed results...

Poll: Voters cool on A68; like open negotiations
Chalkbeat Colorado | 09/17/2014 (6 weeks, 6 days ago)

...ballot measure that would require school district contract negotiations to be held in public. The results were released Wednesday by USA Today and Suffolk University in Massachusetts. On Amendment 68, 33 percent of respondents support it, 44 percent oppose and 19 percent are undecided. ....

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
USA Today - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

Share This Story! Let friends in your social network know what you are reading about A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: Colorado races as close as you can get
WKYC-TV - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

Share This Story! Let friends in your social network know what you are reading about A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll of likely voters in Colorado finds that the Governor's race and Senate race are incredibly close with only seven weeks until...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The Times - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

...nominated for the White House, he has emerged as a drag on the re-election prospects of Democratic Sen. Mark...
Udall and Gov. John Hickenlooper, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds. The survey shows Udall at 42%, Republican challenger Cory Gardner at 43% in what is essentially a tie. The poll...

Paleologos on the Poll: Colorado
The Times - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

..."Obama/Follower/Puppet." These are the headwinds facing Udall and Gardner as they both attempt to climb up the poll ladder into the high-40s range. The Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll included the names of all of the third-party candidates for U.S. Senate in the order that they will appear on the...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The News Leader - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

...nominated for the White House, he has emerged as a drag on the re-election prospects of Democratic Sen. Mark Udall and Gov. John Hickenlooper, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds. The survey shows Udall at 42%, Republican challenger Cory Gardner at 43% in what is essentially a tie. The poll...

Paleologos on the Poll: Colorado
The News Leader - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

..."Obama/Follower/Puppet." These are the headwinds facing Udall and Gardner as they both attempt to climb up the poll ladder into the high-40s range. The Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll included the names of all of the third-party candidates for U.S. Senate in the order that they will appear on the...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

...nominated for the White House, he has emerged as a drag on the re-election prospects of Democratic Sen. Mark Udall and Gov. John Hickenlooper, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds. The survey shows Udall at 42%, Republican challenger Cory Gardner at 43% in what is essentially a tie. The poll...

Paleologos on the Poll: Colorado
Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

..."Obama/Follower/Puppet." These are the headwinds facing Udall and Gardner as they both attempt to climb up the poll ladder into the high-40s range. The Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll included the names of all of the third-party candidates for U.S. Senate in the order that they will appear on the...

Poll: In Colorado, Obama is a drag on Democrats
The Battle Creek Enquirer - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

...nominated for the White House, he has emerged as a drag on the re-election prospects of Democratic Sen. Mark Udall and Gov. John Hickenlooper, a USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds. The survey shows Udall at 42%, Republican challenger Cory Gardner at 43% in what is essentially a tie. The poll...

Paleologos on the Poll: Colorado
The Battle Creek Enquirer - Online | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

..."Obama/Follower/Puppet." These are the headwinds facing Udall and Gardner as they both attempt to climb up the poll ladder into the high-40s range. The Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll included the names of all of the third-party candidates for U.S. Senate in the order that they will appear on the...

Gardner Grabs Lead in Colorado
A posting from: N/A on Taegan Goddard’s Political Wire | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

A new USA Today/Suffolk University Poll in Colorado finds Cory Gardner (R) just ahead of Sen. Mark Udall (D) in the U.S. Senate race, 43% to 42%. In the race...
7 News Now at 6 AM
7News at 6 AM - KMGH-TV | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

...republican challengers in those states. >>> Thank you. It's 6:04 now. This afternoon we'll get a new gauge on the senate race in our state. Usa today and suffolk university releasing a poll that comes out at 2 this afternoon. It will have the latest on our governor's race. You may remember the denver...

Suffolk University/USA TODAY Poll Shows Dead Heat in Colorado's U.S. Senate Race
Targeted News Service | 09/17/2014 (7 weeks, 1 day ago)

Suffolk University issued the following news release: Democratic incumbent Mark Udall and Republican challenger Cory Gardner are locked in a...

9News at 6am
9 News 6 AM - KUSA-TV | 10/24/2014

>>> 6:33. A new york doctor in isolation after testing positive for eek. He recently returned to the U.S. after working in west africa with ebola patients. TaRHONDA thomas is following this and the city says people there are not at risk. >> That's what they say, corey, despite the fact that the patient took the subway. Health officials say even though the ebola patient was there, it's unlikely that anyone else would contract the virus from riding the subway. Dr. Craig spencer was not showing symptoms when he took the subway or when he went to a new york bowling alley. He even felt good enough to take a three-mile jog earlier this week. Yesterday, he wasn't nearly as energetic. He developed a fever over 100 and made a call to emergency workers. This is new york's first case of ebola. City and state leaders say they are ready for it. >> We've been preparing for months for the threat posed by ebola. We have clear and strong protocols which are being followed. Bellevue hospital is designed for isolation, identification and treatment of especially -- ebola patients. >> Spencer was in guinea. The cdc said he passed all screenings when he returned to the last friday. Doctors expect him to make a full recovery. >> That's good they are staying so positive. Thank you. >>> In washington today, officials are talking about security at the white house. A maryland man is being held without bond after being chaurled with jumping the fence -- charged with jumping the fence and harming law enforcement dogs. The father of dominic adesanya said his son has a history of mental problems of he had previously been arrested at the white house. >>> 6:35 right now. Into the newsroom, a few minutes ago, quinnipiac university has released another poll about the U.S. senate race in colorado. It finds republican representative cory gardner leading democrat senator mark udall 46% to 41%. A pretty high percentage. 6% reported supporting independent candidate steve shogan. Another 6% undecided. Yesterday, a usa today suffolk university poll reported almost the same numbers. It had gardner with a seven- point lead. A republican win in colorado could help the republicans gain control of the U.S. senate from democrats.
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Poll Shows Gardner Leading by 7 Points in Colorado Race for U.S. Senate
Targeted News Service | 10/22/2014
Suffolk University issued the following news release:

Democratic incumbent Mark Udall now trails Republican challenger Cory Gardner by 7 points in the Colorado race for U.S. Senate, according to the latest Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll.

The poll of likely voters in the general election shows 46 percent backing Gardner and Udall with 39 percent, with 9 percent undecided and 6 percent spread among four independent and third-party candidates.

The Colorado race for governor con

Things are looking better and better for Republicans in Colorado
Washington Examiner | 10/22/2014

Rep. Cory Gardner, R-Colo., is looking better and better in his campaign to unseat incumbent Sen. Mark Udall, D-Colo., with the latest batch of polling data showing the Republican challenger ahead by seven points, according to a USA Today/Suffolk University survey released Wednesday.

The survey of 500 likely Colorado voters shows that 46 percent prefer Gardner, while only 39 percent say they're going to go for Udall.

"The findings in the state, which President Obama carried in 2008 a

Colorado's guv introuble
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review | 09/28/2014

D.C. journalists called the latest Quinnipiac University poll results in Colorado's tight gubernatorial race a "shocker." But it's a surprise only if you've been hopelessly trapped in a Beltway echo chamber.

Democrat Gov. John Hickenlooper is down 10 points against former GOP Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent in a

Two polls show support for legal marijuana waning in Colorado, nationally
The Gazette | 09/28/2014

It might be characterized as a couple of "I told you so" victories for those who oppose the legalization of marijuana.

Two recent polls show that support of legalized marijuana have waned, and that there is unhappiness in the way regulations are handled by the state.

A Suffolk University/USA Today poll found that about half of Coloradans are not happy with the new marijuana law and how it is administered.

"Although it's a close split overall, opposition comes mainly from women
Why Colo. governor is in trouble

The Charleston Gazette | 09/27/2014

D.C. journalists called the latest Quinnipiac University poll results in Colorados tight gubernatorial race a shocker. But its a surprise only if youve been hopelessly trapped in a Beltway echo chamber.

Democratic Gov. John Hickenlooper is down 10 points against former Republican Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters.

The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered in

Here are the most important pre-midterm polls from this week

Washington Examiner | 09/26/2014

As the 2014 November midterm elections loom ever closer, a new batch of polls released this week offers possible clues as to which party will control Congress next year.

The Republican Party had in recent months lost its advantage over Democrats, according to various forecasters, including 538s Nate Silver. This week's surveys, however, suggest a GOP resurgence.

Here are the most important polls released this week.

Alaska:

Former Attorney General Dan Sullivan, a Republic

Hicken-weasel: Why Colorado's gutless gov is in trouble

Washington Examiner | 09/24/2014

D.C. journalists called the latest Quinnipiac University poll results in Colorados tight gubernatorial race a "shocker." But it's a surprise only if you've been hopelessly trapped in a Beltway echo chamber.

Democratic Gov. John Hickenlooper is down 10 points against former GOP Rep. Bob Beauprez among all likely voters. The Q poll also shows him behind Beauprez by 13 points among independents. A survey conducted last week by Suffolk University for USA Today shows the beleaguered incumbent

NEWSCHEMICAL 13 @ Noon

Newschannel 13 at Noon - KRDO-TV | 09/19/2014

says information from 56-million credit cards was stolen in its data breach. The company says malware that caused
the breach has been removed from networks in the u-s and canada. the breach happened between april and september of this year. home depot is offering free identity protection services to customers. a new encryption program has been completed to make data safer. colorado voters are re-thinking their decision on pot. a new poll shows more than half of voters say they don't like recreational marijuana sales. but it's become a booming industry as pot shops continue to sprout around the state. krdq newscast 13's emily allen reports even denver broncos quarterback peyton manning says he's collecting cash from the new law. when it comes to recreational marijuana sales... peyton manning wants a piece of the pie. the denver broncos' star owns more than a dozen pappa john's pizzas in colorado. he told the mondy morning quarter back quote... pizza business is pretty good out here, believe it or not, due to some recent law changes. standup: but not everyone is seeing green. a new poll shows 50 percent of voters who do not approve of recreational marijuana sales, while 46 percent say they still do. this dad says he doesn't like amendment 64 because he says when it comes to his kids... the law makes pot... it could be easily accessible by them, for them. 000330 i am an amendment 64 supporter. tracy elias says merisol therapeutic s has thrived because of amendment 64. she questions the accuracy of the latest poll. 000033 i think it depends on where you are actually getting your statistics from. from business that we have and what we see, i don't think that's completely true. so as pot shops continue to sell recreational marijuana... manning hopes his play in the pizza world... will be a success. and that these customers will also want a slice. in cs ea krdq nc13 suffolk university and usa today conducted the poll. they looked at the race between democrat incumbent mark udall and republican challenger cory gardiner. they examined key issues for voters -- including marijuana. farmers are getting a hand with their crops... thanks to an inventor from minnesota. jerry johnson is the owner of more than 50 patents and started a new company called farm intelligence. he created a drone to fly over fields. it surveys every single plant in a farmer's field... showing any problem spots. they can show us lack of nitrogen, water stress, they can show us where the bugs are. johnson's other drone is a four prop helicopter that is 20 times more precise than satellite imagery. farm intelligence charges farmers about ten dollars an acre. last year, farm intelligence used drones on 19 fields in minnesota. this year they've flown 200. a new addition has been added to the burger king menu in japan... and it may make your head turn. it's called the kuro, or black burger bun. there was a previous version last year called the kuro ninja. the kuro is a black bun, with black cheese, a black pepper beef patty and sauce... infused with squid ink. the fast-food chain has also deepened the color of other ingredients. the burgers are available in japan until november. first... it was a typhoon. now... a tropical storm is taking aim at the philippines. next at noon... we'll look at the impact at all of that rain. they had their suspicions... and now people living near trinidad know the truth. up next... we've got the answer to what caused that earthquake three years ago. we are going to
morning -- held on a 10-million dollar bond --

the ray rice jersey was the n-f-l's 28th best selling jersey last year. According to the n-f-l players association

the 5s. Meteorologist stephen bowers is here now with first alert 5. Temperatures started trending downward

this morning for another driver who was swept away when their vehicle was overrun by water. Weather and traffic on

driver got his vehicle stuck on a flooded road...rescue crews had to help pull the man to safety. A search continues

bit difficult yesterday in austin. The area has been pounded by heavy rain causing flooding in multiple areas. One

which is only at five-percent containment. Turning now to severe flooding out of texas. As you can see--driving was a

fun atmosphere and you can tell everyone is just excited to be there. If you're going out to tonight's game we want to

see your pictures. Just send them to scores-at-koaa- dot-com. Still ahead this afternoon - what some might call an

expected pregnancy pain.. And just how many women suffer from it.. But first, your forecast on this friday

afternoon.. Meteorologist john dissauer is next. John? Nice day today... What can you expect for high school football
games this evening? Plus, a look at the weekend forecast. That's all coming up next on ne

new video into our newsroom this morning of a four-alarm fire in philadelphia, pennsylvania. Authorities went going
door-to- door in a philadelphia neighborhood this morning as firefighters battled the blaze. It reportedly broke out in a
warehouse overnight before spreading to adjacent homes. At least two people are hurt. A man is behind bars this
morning -- held on a 10-million dollar bond -- in connection to the fast growing california wildfire that has charred more
than 70-thousand acres. 37-year-old wayne allen huntsman was taken into custody on suspicion of arson. The fire
has more than doubled in the past two days and is now threatening more than 12-thousand homes. To give you an
idea...it's now burning an area five times the size of manhattan!!! Four-thousand firefighters are battling the blaze
which is only at five-percent containment. Turning now to severe flooding out of texas. As you can see--driving was a
bit difficult yesterday in austin. The area has been pounded by heavy rain causing flooding in multiple areas. One
driver got his vehicle stuck on a flooded road...rescue crews had to help pull the man to safety. A search continues
this morning for another driver who was swept away when their vehicle was overrun by water. Weather and traffic on
the 5s. Meteorologist stephen bowers is here now with first alert 5. Temperatures started trending downward
yesterday. That trend will continue today, but we will still be warmer than where climatology says we should be for this
time of year. On average today's date sees high temperatures of 73 degrees in colorado springs and 80 degrees in
pueblo. Right now we are in the 50's with 40's in high elevations. We will warm once again into the 80's in most areas
with lower 90's likely along the arkansas river valley from pueblo east through la junta and lamar. High pressure is
centered over far eastern colorado and western kansas. Wind flows in a counter-clockwise direction around high
pressure. Since we are to the west of the circulation's center the wind here will be mainly from the south/southeast
today. That's a warming wind coming from an area with high humidity, so temperatures go up today and the air could
become increasingly muggy. A cold front is approaching from our northwest and will move through later in the to. A
new poll shows colorado voters may be changing their minds about the legalization of marijuana in our state. The
denver business journal published the poll by suffolk university and usa today. People were asked how they feel now about the legalization of pot in our state. 50 percent said they now disagree with the decision, 46 percent say they are o-k with it. Nearly half also disapprove of the way the state is managing legal pot sales. You may remember back in 20-12 when marijuana legalization was on the ballot it passed by a 10-point margin. There's one guy in colorado who may be "o-k" with the legalization of recreational marijuana in our state...and that's denver broncos quarterback, peyton manning. Manning owns over 20 papa john's pizza franchises across colorado and he says since pot has become legal, business has been good to him. Manning made those remarks in a recent interview. He was asked about voting and started talking about the law change in colorado. Recreational pot became legal in our state in january. It's friday and that means high school football games are just hours away! This week you all voted for pueblo east at discovery canyon as the game of the week. So news 5 today kicked off friday football fever a little early with a pep rally at the host team's school. Here are

football games this evening? Plus, a look at the weekend forecast. That's all coming up next on ne
January. Ad lib ad lib coming up...we'll go live to discovery canyon for "friday football fever" before they face off against pueblo east tonight in our high school football game of the week! And we'll get a final check of the weather as you head out the door this morning.

Good Morning Colorado

Good Morning Colorado - KRDO-TV | 09/19/2014

A remarkable increase in the rate of detected earthquakes in the same area... Compared to what had been reported decades before. Voters in colorado made it possible for recreational marijuana shops to open... But they're now rethinking their decision. The booming industry doesn't look like it's going away, though... As new stores continue to sprout. Plus... Fire investigators have been working around the clock on an arson case... And have made another arrest. We'll have the latest developments... Ahead in the krdo newschannel 13 powerblock. Good morning colorado. (jungle noises) Mom, it's on! Step into the action with CenturyLink Prism tv. Put your tv virtually anywhere, easily. With a wireless set-top box that doesn't keep you tied to a tv outlet the way cable does. Switch to Prism tv today and experience tv beyond your imagination... I'm... Colorado voters are re-thinking their decision on legal marijuana. A new poll shows more than half of voters say they don't like recreational sales of the drug... But it's become a booming industry... As pot shops continue to sprout around the state. Krdo newschannel 13's emily allen reports... Even denver broncos quarterback peyton manning says he's collecting cash from the new law. When it comes to recreational marijuana sales... Peyton manning wants a piece of the pie. The denver broncos' star owns more than a dozen pappa john's pizzas in colorado. He told the monday morning quarter back quote... Pizza business is pretty good out here, believe it or not, due to some recent law changes. Standup: but not everyone is seeing green. A new poll shows 50 percent of voters who do not approve of recreational marijuana sales, while 46 percent say they still do. This dad says he doesn't like amendment 64 because he says when it comes to his kids... The law makes pot... it could be easily accessible by them, for them. 000330 I am an amendment 64 supporter. Tracy elias says merisol therapeutic s has thrived because of amendment 64. She questions the accuracy of the latest poll. 000033 I think it depends on where you are actually getting your statistics from. From business that we have and what we see, I don't think that's completely true. So as pot shops continue to sell recreational marijuana... Manning hopes his play in the pizza world... Will be a success. And that these customers will also want a slice. In cs ea krdo nc13 suffolk university and usa today conducted the poll. They looked at the race between democrat incumbent mark udall and republican challenger cory gardner... And examined key suffolk university and usa today conducted the

Newschannel 13 at 10 PM - KRDO-TV | 09/19/2014

Subside tonight, but we'll keep a few breezy pockets around through the night tonight. Cooler this weekend, I'll track those dropping temperatures with your 7day forecast after the break colorado voters are re-thinking their decision on pot. A new poll shows more than half of voters say they don't like recreational marijuana sales. But it's become a booming industry as pot shops continue to sprout around the state krdo newschannel 13's emily allen reports even denver broncos quarterback peyton manning says he's collecting cash from the new law. It's been almost two years since voters approved amendment 64. But coloradans still don't have their minds made up about the law. When it comes to recreational marijuana sales... Peyton manning wants a piece of the pie. The denver broncos' star owns more than a dozen pappa john's pizzas in denver. He told the monday morning quarter back quote... Pizza business is pretty good out here, believe it or not, due to some recent law changes. Standup: but not everyone is seeing green. A new poll shows 50 percent of voters who do not approve of recreational marijuana sales, while 46 percent say they still do. This dad says he doesn't like amendment 64 because he says when it comes to his kids... The law makes pot... it could be easily accessible by them, for them. 000330 I am an amendment 64 supporter. Tracy elias says merisol therapeutic s has thrived because of amendment 64. She questions the accuracy of the latest poll. 000033 I think it depends on where you are actually getting your statistics from. From business that we have and what we see, I don't think that's completely true. So as pot shops continue to sell recreational marijuana... Manning hopes his play in the pizza world... Will be a success. And that these customers will also want a slice. Sufffolk university and university and usa today conducted the poll. They looked at the race between democrat incumbent mark udall and
Police say he blew up his house while trying to commit suicide. Christensen was air-lifted to a burn center after the house exploded earlier this month. 32 year old mathew christensen is facing arson and felony mischief charges.

faces arson charges and a count of bribing a witness. A homeowner in canon city is now facing charges -- after his house exploded earlier this month. 32 year old mathew christensen is facing arson and felony mischief charges. Police say he blew up his house while trying to commit suicide. Christensen was air-lifted to a burn center after the explosion. No one else was hurt, but several homes had to be evacuated. Heaton middle school in pueblo will remain closed because of a sewer line rupture. The school was closed today as repairs are under way. However more work needs to be done, so there will be no classes tomorrow. The school district says...the rupture was caused by the combination of old clay sewer lines and roots penetrating the line. Pueblo drivers caught illegally crossing into the new bike lanes will get a ticket. And officers started issuing them this week. They've only written three tickets so far but our cameras found a lot more people driving on the bike lanes. Krdo newschannel 13's michelle san miguel spoke with drivers and riders about sharing the road. These new bike lanes are a hit for bicyclists like jake kes. 16:26:14 I think they're a great idea, especially going up here through elizabeth because the only other bike lanes are on union. Nat pop of cars but we found several people, like the driver of this white truck, illegally driving on the bike lane 17:34:26 I saw two people go by while you were here that should have had citations for driving in the wrong lanes. Earlier this month--- the city turned one lane of traffic on parts of elizabeth street into a bike lane. The city hopes the bike lane will slow down traffic in this 30 mph zone but neighbors are torn over whether that's actually happening. 17:11:39 I love the new bike lanes. And simply because it does slow down the traffic. 17:33:46 from my observation, they haven't slowed down nat pop bicyclists say it's drivers like this that worry them-- another driving-- going down the bike lane. 17:49:08 a lot of times we'll have cars drive right next to us, you know, and it's kind of scary when you have oncoming traffic coming about 30 mph and you're going close to 20. You

9News at Noon
9 News Noon - KUSA-TV | 09/18/2014

>>> Police are looking for three people who burglarize a pot shop earlier this month. Do you recognize any of these people? The dispensary is known as the pearl center. It's right there on south pearl street. It was hit around 12:45 in the morning last tuesday, september 9. The suspects were two men, one woman in their 20s. If you know anything call crime stoppers at 720-913-stop. Callers do not have to give their names out. >>> A poll shows people in colorado may be having second thoughts about the legalization of marijuana. That poll was conduct bid suffolk university and "usa today." it found 50% of voters now disagree with the decision to legalize pot. 46% support that decision and 49% say they disapprove of the way the state is managing legal pot. That's compared to 42% who say it's going well. >>> In washington today, the senate is expected to vote on president obama's plan to arm and train syrian rebel forces. The plan to help them fight isis won approval in the house yesterday. Even with approval, things may take a while. It could take at least three months to begin to train and arm rebel forces. The goal is to field a cohesive fighting group in eight to 12 months. >>> Supporters of isis in australia were planning to publicly behead a person on the streets of sydney. When police heard about this plot a thousand police officers carried out 25 raids. A dozen or so people were arrested, including a person who police believe was the ringleader. >> Terrifying. >> Today is the day. People in scotland are heading to the polls to decide if they are going to split from england. More than 4 million people are registered to vote there and authorities expect the turnout to be very high. Right now opinion polls show that the supporters of england are ahead. We should know the results tomorrow morning. >> Fewer than half of americans are being vax fated against the flu -- vaccinated against the flu. That's what the cdc announced this morning. And the cdc said today the flu season could be tougher than usual this year if, and that's a big if, it follows the pattern seen in australia. Doctors here began seeing signs as early as october. The flu usually peaks in january. So they recommend anyone over the age of 6 months to get the vaccine.
Today we are learning the third american to contract the ebola virus is expected to make a full recovery. Doctors at the nebraska medical center say dr. Richard sacra is getting better. Blood samples show the virus is decreasing in his body. Doctors also say the research drug being given to him was administered for seven days but he is not receiving it any more. He contracted the ebola virus while treating pregnant women in west africa. A louisville woman has tested positive for rabbit fever. Health officials say the woman was exposed to a dead rabbit while walking her dog. Nine people and 19 animals have tested positive statewide for this disease this year. An interesting poll shows that people in colorado may be changing some of their opinions when it comes to legal marijuana. Our partners in the denver business journal report a poll conducted by suffolk university and "usa today" found 50% of likely colorado voters now disagree with the decision to legalize pot. 46% agree with legal pot. 49% say they disapprove of the way the state is managing legal pot sales since that election. Douglas county is near the top of a new list. It's one of the wealthiest counties in our country. It has a median income of $100,000. That makes it the sixth highest in the county. The other counties in the top are all in virginia, maryland, as well as new jersey. Unemployment in douglas county is 4.5% right now and it's got the fourth highest job growth rate in the country. Home ownership is more than 80%. More than 54% have at least a bachelor's degree. Three colorado cities are on a new list of the 50 best places to live. 550 areas were measured with populations of 65,000 or more. Longmont number 31. Centennial number 26. Fort collins 25. 24/7 wall street says the labor market was one of the key measures used to identify these best cities. Newton, massachusetts, came in at number one.

we are okay, stranded. Daniel's parents were okay, but still waiting to get home. She says she can't rely on mexico. I want to be positive and stuff, but they're in a third world country. But she can rely on prayer. Prayer is everything. She says that's enough until her parents get home. Now there have been several hundred injuries reported from this hurricane down in mexico. The good news is there have been no deaths reported. Danielle said she hopes her parents will be airlifted out as early as tomorrow. Thanks, justin. After hitting mexico that storm traveled north and is now impacting parts of colorado. Chief meteorologist dave fraser here now with a look at the hurricane's path. Here it is going back to sunday night to monday morning. There is the baja, california,. There is trouble san lucas. As you mentioned, it is a category three with winds up to 129 miles an hour as it slams into the coastal community at this point, what we're seeing is a storm moving into southern parts of arizona and new mexico. It is bringing flooding rain into the tucson area now moving into southern, new mexico,. Some of that ring, believe it or not, has migrated its way up into southern colorado giving our southern mountains do pretty good soaking. Coming up in a few minutes we will talk about near recordkeeper denver, will go in the rain returned here, and talk about cooler days and you can put a weather forecast. >> Developments in the world war on terror. President obama addressing the ice is threat making it clear that a ground invasion of iraq is off the table. That comes out of the joint chiefs of staff suggested that some u.s. ground forces may be required to defeat the extremist group. Group. Today the the commander-in-chief freesh assured americans about the level of u.s. involvement in the crisis. The white house also plans for u.s. troops to train syrian forces that are combating ices . Got to election 2014 were two new polls are reviewing the race for governor is heating up. It has been a connect for weeks. Now governor john hickenlooper is trailing republican challenger bob beauprez and at least in at least one poll. Quinnipiac university poll and 50 percent say they support bob beauprez which is present the margin of error is plus or minus 2.8 percent. A different poll is telling a different story. Usa today and suffolk university sophie putting governor hickenlooper in front with 43 percent bob beauprez has 41 percent. The difference there still within the four per cent margin of there. Today both candidates responded to the new numbers. This time of year we will have lots of polls that will come up with a lot of different conclusions. I don't think the poll is right. Everyone has one of those magic eight balls. He turned it over and it comes out with another number. We're trying to get the word out on what the state has done , where it's going. What the
A few months ago a lot of the posters were saying that this looked like John Hickenlooper was going to coast into reelection. Right now it looks like it's anybody's race and I hope it's mine. Today the governor promised to go negative with this campaign, but the outside groups which by millions in advertising may have their own strategy and that could make a major difference as we come down to the end. Broncos rematch with the Five days before the Seahawks.

Poll indicates more trouble for Colorado Democrats; Gardner with big edge on Udall

Another poll released by Quinnipiac University Thursday spells trouble for Colorado’s Democratic incumbents.

The poll puts U.S. Sen. Mark Udall eight percentage points behind U.S. Rep. Cory Gardner, the Republican from Yuma who is trying to change congressional chambers in the Nov. 4 election.

The poll paints a conflicting picture with other polls conducted in a race that is being watched across the nation and could be the deciding factor in which party controls the U.S. Senate in 20
say they support Bob Be Uprez which is present the margin of error is plus or minus 2.8 percent. A different poll is telling a different story. USA Today and Suffolk University sophie putting Governor Hickenlooper in front with 43 percent Bob Be Uprez has 41 percent. The difference there still within the four percent margin of there. Today both candidates responded to the new numbers. >> This time of year we will have lots of polls that will come up with a lot of different conclusions. I don't think the poll is right. Everyone has one of those magic eight balls. He turned it over and it comes out with another number. We're trying to get the word out on what the state has done, where it's going. What the vision for the next four years as. >> A few months ago a lot of the posters were saying that this looked like John Hickenlooper was going to coast into reelection. Right now it looks like it's anybody's race and I hope it's mine. >> The close race in the new experience for Governor Hickenlooper bridge both as win for mayor and one for governor were never really in doubt until now he delivers campaign has been largely quiet quiet response to revote cannot attacking his leadership. Despite being able to avoid negative campaigning in the past expert to expect to see the change in the two months leading up to the election. >> You can be assured that the democratic 527 groups and all these quasi-independent groups affiliated with Hickenlooper and with the party as we speak are preparing those ads that are going to unload that dump truck of negativity on Bob Be Uprez. >> Today the governor promised to go negative with this campaign, but the outside groups which by millions in advertising may have their own strategy and that could make a major difference as we come down to the wire. >> Five days before the Broncos rematch with the Seahawks. One of the team's best players is back in action. The rule change means that wide receiver Wes Welker's suspension is over. Sports doctor Nick Griffith explains how the rule will give the Broncos a big boost from Sunday. >> He was original suspended for four games after testing positive for amphetamines in the off-season. Today the NFL and the players union would would be that from performance-enhancing to substance abuse policy which puts first-time offenders only on probation. As long as Welker can kick off the rust, he should be good to go for Sunday's game. >> This morning I got a call from the Broncos telling me that I could come back into work. >> Welker has been productive at home. Avenue do chores, not very well. >> Watching the Broncos win the first two games was frustrating. >> E. Realize how much you
which party controls the U.S. senate. According to our partners at the denver post, the two candidates are separated by 4 percentage points with senator udall taking the lead right now. It could really go either way here. The other two states that also have close races are north carolina and arkansas. The nra dropping about $3 million behind the republican challengers in those states. >>> Thank you. It's 6:04 now. This afternoon we'll get a new gauge on the senate race in our state. Usa today and suffolk university releasing a poll that comes out at 2 this afternoon. It will have the latest on our governor's race. You may remember the denver post poll. It showed that governor hickenlooper and bow bow pray and bob beauprez in a virtual race. >>> We have the location for you on the map, it might be a little tough to see here, but when we were there on the scene last night, crews were waiting for a warrant to search that home.

Suffolk University/USA TODAY Poll Shows Dead Heat in Colorado’s U.S. Senate Race
Targeted News Service | 09/17/2014

Suffolk University issued the following news release:

Democratic incumbent Mark Udall and Republican challenger Cory Gardner are locked in a statistical dead heat in the Colorado race for U.S. Senate, according to the latest Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll.

The poll of likely voters in the general election shows Gardner backed by 43 percent and Udall by 42 percent, a difference that is well within the poll's 4.4 percent margin of error. Another 10 percent of likely voters remain un